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1 Purpose and scope 

This document describes a set of test instructions on how to execute few use 
cases which make use of IoT Accelerator Connectivity Management features. 
These are applicable respectively to a traditional SIM and an eSIM (eUICC) when 
placed into an IoT device. 

 The first group of tests aims to enable/disable the traditional SIM to 
establish a data connection and allow/stop the end-user to make data 
traffic. 

 The second group of tests is targeting eUICC and has the purpose to 
swap the eUICC from Bootstrap Profile to any Commercial Profile in order 
to make data traffic and viceversa (from Commercial back to Bootstrap 
profile). 

The procedures described in the following sections where done both via IoT 
Accelerator API and IoT Accelerator Service Portal. 

The reader is assumed to know the IoT Accelerator REST API here after 
mentioned and the basic concepts of eSIM remote provisioning (good tutorial 
provided by GSMA here).  

1.1 Glossary 

Localization: in the IoT Accelerator jargon this term refers to the eSIM remote 
provisioning procedure. It brings an eUICC to download, Active and switch 
through various profiles: from the Bootstrap Profile to a Commercial Profile of a 
given Operator, between Commercial Profiles of two different Operators or 
rollback from a Commercial Profile to the Bootstrap (namely “Delocalization”).  

DCP: this acronym (stands for Device Connectivity Platform) is often used as a 
synonymous to refer to IoT Accelerator. 

eUICC: it is used to refer to the eSIM 

SP: abbreviation of Service Portal, that is the web portal of IoT Accelerator where 
many operations can be executed via GUI. 

2 Test conditions (equipment + environment)  

The tests are executed by using the following tools/equipment: 

 A mobile device 
 Two owned IOT Accelerator SIMs:  

a) a traditional SIM and  
b) an eUICC 

 IOT Accelerator Service Portal accounts (as Enterprise user) belonging 
the subscriptions correspondent to those SIMs/eUICC  

https://www.gsma.com/esim/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/esim-whitepaper.pdf
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 REST client:  a well-known client is Postman (open source version 
https://www.postman.com/downloads/) or the swagger page on 
correspondent Developer Portal section can be adopted  

 PC to browse IoT Accelerator Service Portal and run API clients 

 

3 Test Specification (test object list)  

The tests replicate an ordered sequence of procedures, applicable respectively to 
manage traditional SIM as well as eSIM. Therefore, the tests were grouped by 
SIM and eSIM type and executed following a precise logical and chronological 
order. 

Both type of procedures (SIM/eSIM) shall be considered successful once the 
device is able to exchange data over Internet. 

TRADITIONAL 
SIM 

TC1 Check initial SIM Status Verify current SIM status 
TC2 SIM Activation Flip SIM from Pause to 

Active 
TC3 Check new SIM status Verify current SIM status 
TC4 Check current SP Verify current subscription 

package 
TC5 Switch on the device Device attaches to the 

network and setup a data 
connection 

TC6 Navigation Use of data connectivity 
TC7 Restore Pause SIM  Flip SIM from Active to 

Pause 

eUICC 

TC8 Check eSIM info & 
status 

Verify current eSIM status 

TC9 Switch on device  Device attaches to the 
network (before 
localization) 

TC10 Localize eSIM Move from bootstrap to 
commercial profile 

TC11 Check localization 
transition 

Verify SIM was localized 

TC12 Setup Data connection Establish data connection 
TC13 Navigation Use data connectivity 
TC14 Restore Unlocalize 

eSIM 
Move from commercial 
back to bootstrap profile 

TC15 Check Unlocalization 
transition 

Verify SIM was 
unlocalized 

 

https://www.postman.com/downloads/
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4 Test Cases execution (test instructions) 

4.1 Traditional SIM handling 

4.1.1 TC1 Check initial SIM status 

 Test Input: Run the API GET /sims/{id} with REST client (passing the 
credentials belonging to “IoT Accelerator account” of the traditional SIM)  

 Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM state 
(sim_subscription_status field) is marked as “Pause” 

4.1.2 TC2 SIM Activation 

 Test Input: Run the API POST /requests/state-changes targeting 
your” IoT Accelerator subscription” (belonging to that traditional ICCID) 
setting the change/state field set to Active.  

 Test Output: Verify that the RequestId is returned 

4.1.3 TC3 Check new SIM status 

 Test Input: Run the API GET /sims/{id} again as TC1 

 Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM subscription status 
attribute is marked now as “Active” (sim_subscription_status) 

4.1.4 TC4 Check current Subscription Package 

 Test Input: Run the API GET /sims/{id} again as TC1 

 Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM 
product_offer_name attribute is marked now as “7000562575-
20170605_SP_01”  

More than one subscription package may belong to the SIM. A subscription 
package corresponds to a product offer and consists of, for instance, a given data 
bundle. In this way the SIM can be upgraded/downgraded through several data 
cap by switching from a package to another one.  

In this test the Subscription Package 7000562575-20170605_SP_01 was 
used to establish the next data session. 

Now the SIM is enabled to provide data connectivity. 

4.1.5 TC5 Switch on the device  

Test Input: power on the device and attach to the network  
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Test Output: the device gained IP data connectivity 

4.1.6 TC6 Navigation 

 Test Input: once the connection is up and running, open any browser  

 Test Output: verify you navigate smoothly on any web page 

4.1.7 TC7 Restore Pause SIM 

After the connection was torn down, you will re-set the SIM in Pause state and 
check it. The purpose of this test was just to check the opposite operation that 
will prevent the SIM to make any data traffic. 

 Test Input: run a new POST /requests/state-changes API with Pause 
value (change/state attribute). 

 Test Output: Verify that the RequestId is returned 

 Test Input: Run the API GET /sims/{id} with REST client (passing the 
credentials belonging to your IoT Accelerator account of the traditional SIM) 
to confirm the SIM went to Pause 

Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM state 
(sim_subscription_status field) is marked as “Pause” 
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4.2 eUICC (eSIM) handling 

The use cases reproduced here consist into flipping the eSIM from Bootstrap (No 
Billing) profile to one active Commercial Profile (so named Localization 
procedure) and reverted back to Bootstrap (UnLocalization) Profile. 

The Localization – Unlocalization transitions will be tested over a 2G/3G. 

The next tests were executed both via IoT Accelerator Service Portal GUI and 
REST API. 

4.2.1 Aspects to be known 

The transitions, in both ways, may require some time (more than 1 minute) 
before the eSIM target state becomes fully operative, especially if the eSIM 
destination profile is operated by a CSP that will result as in roaming over a 
different local operator network. 

The transitions require that the device is switched on and attached to the 
network in advance. Sometimes it might be beneficial to de-attach and re-attach 
the mobile terminal (e.g. enabling/disabling the Airplane mode). 

IoT Accelerator Service Portal provides a useful tool to monitor the events 
triggered due to the Localization/UnLocalization procedure between the 
networks and the device during its shift between different eSIM Profiles 
(BootstrapCommercial and back). In order to leverage on this, do as in the 
followings (see also to the Localization tutorial on the Developer Portal under the 
“Learn” section): 

1) Log in the IoT Accelerator Service Portal  
2) In the Inventory page, find and click on your eUICC Id 
3) In the next page look for the “Subscriptions” section. In the case of a 

transition Unlocalized  Localized, select the hyperlinked IMSI 
belonging to the Bootstrap profile 

 
4) In the next page scroll down and expand the section “Subscription 

Activity in the last 7 days” 
5) Verify that a sequence of events (which include an exchange of SMS 

between the device and the network) is present like in the example 
below. It represents the initial actions that move the SIM from the 
Unlocalized state. Note: timestamps go from bottom to the top 
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6) Then go back to the previous web page and this time select the 

hyperlinked IMSI belonging to the Localized Commercial Profile  
7) In the next page scroll down and expand the section “Subscription 

Activity in the last 7 days” 
8) Verify that a sequence of events (which include an exchange of SMS 

between the device and the network) is present like in the example 
below. It represents the continuation of actions that move the SIM to the 
Localized state on the final destination Operator network 

 

 
 

4.2.2 TC8 Check eSIM info & status 

1) Go to the Localization API swagger page of the Developer Portal 
2) Scroll down to reach the login-form API and click on that line to 

expand it 

 

https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/docs/index.html
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3) Click now on the Try-Out button to reveal the fields that shall be filled 

with the credentials belonging to your eUICC account (may be different 
from the Traditional SIM!).   

 
 

 
 
Once fired that login-form API, the released token can be checked in 
the response and it will last just 1 minute to fire the next API call. That 
token will be automatically inserted by the swagger in any further API 
call within 1 minute.  
 

4) Run the GET /euiccs/{id} targeting your eUICC id will fire the 
following request  

 

https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/euiccs/XXXXXXX 
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5) Check that you get back the following Response 

{ 

  "subscriptions": [ 

    { 

      "imsi": "XXXXXX", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": " XXXXXX ", 
      "operatorName": XXXXXX XXXXXX ", 

      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "Switzerland2", 

          "name": " XXXXXX CSP01" 
        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": " XXXXXX ", 
      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": " XXXXXX ", 
      "operatorName": " XXXXXX Company", 
      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "SW2", 

          "name": "Sweden SP2" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW1", 

          "name": "Sweden SP1" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW3", 

          "name": "Sweden SP3" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": " XXXXXX ", 
      "state": "ACTIVE", 

      "operatorId": " XXXXXX ", 
      "operatorName": " XXXXXX Company", 
      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [] 

    } 

  ], 

  "euiccId": " XXXXXX 5857", 
  "companyId": " XXXXXX0384", 
  "companyName": "DCP Trial Fifteen", 

  "state": "UNLOCALIZED", 

  "label": "BLAB_Rome", 

  "localeName": null, 

  "bootstrapIcc": " XXXXXX ", 
  "enabledIcc": " XXXXXX ", 
  "bootstrapCompanyId": " XXXXXX ", 
  "localizationTableId": XXXXXX 

} 
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Take note of the above green highlighted attributes.  

In this example the eSIM is associated to several Commercial Profiles 1 from 
Swisscom, 3 from Telia. (as under localeList). In this test, “SW1” is the id that 
points to the Commercial Profile targeted as destination.  

The red highlighted parameter marks that indeed the eSIM state in Unlocalized 

Double check also the same status from the IOT Accelerator GUI (logon with the 
same eUICC credentials account) 

 

From the inventory list, select your own eUICC and see it is Unlocalized and also 
the marker icon checks the locker icon (that stands for Boot profile) 
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4.2.3 TC9 Switch on device 

At this stage the device has to be simply switched on and wait it gain access to 
the network enabled by the Bootstrap Profile 
 

4.2.4 TC10 Localize eSIM 

The localization command can be raised either from API or GUI. So, choose one 
of the two options.  

From API: 

a) Renew a new token by firing another Login-Form API call 

b) Run the Localization API populating the fields with the attributes 
previously noted 

 
 
 

c) Check the Response just like 
{ 

  "serviceRequestId": "REQ200157881224", 

  "success": true 

} 

 

From IOT Accelerator Service Portal GUI 

If you already Localized the SIM via API above, skip this step 

From the same IOT Accelerator SP page, when the eUICC is still Unlocalized, 
select Localize option and pick up the SP1 profile to trigger the localization 
procedure 
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4.2.5 TC11 Check localization transition 

A first check is to look at the IOT Accelerator GUI and verify that the status of 
that eUICC changed from Unlocalized to Enabling: this means that IOT 
Accelerator is processing that work order. 

However, the final transition step from Enabling to Localized will occur only after 
the device would have re-registered to the network (so you may note the device 
temporary disconnects and reconnects) with a valid Commercial Profile. 

Remember, the events occurring can be monitored also as described in 4.2.1 

After this took place, also the Service Portal confirms that the eUICC state is 
“Localized”. 

  

The same confirmation can occur also firing again the same GET 
/euiccs/{id} API as in TC8 and the Response returned now is: 

{ 
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  "subscriptions": [ 

    { 

      "imsi": "XXXXXX", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": "02000001", 

      "operatorName": " XXXXXX ", 
      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "Switzerland2", 

          "name": " XXXXXX CSP01" 
        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": " XXXXXX ", 
      "state": "ACTIVE", 

      "operatorId": " XXXXXX ", 
      "operatorName": " XXXXXX Company", 
      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "SW2", 

          "name": "Sweden SP2" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW1", 

          "name": "Sweden SP1" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW3", 

          "name": "Sweden SP3" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": " XXXXXX ", 
      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": " XXXXXX ", 
      "operatorName": " XXXXXX Company", 
      "msisdn": " XXXXXX ", 
      "iccid": " XXXXXX ", 
      "localeList": [] 

    } 

  ], 

  "euiccId": " XXXXXX ", 
  "companyId": " XXXXXX ", 
  "companyName": "DCP Trial Fifteen", 

  "state": "LOCALIZED", 

  "label": "BLAB_Rome", 

  "localeName": "Sweden SP1", 

  "bootstrapIcc": " XXXXXX ", 
  "enabledIcc": " XXXXXX ", 
  "bootstrapCompanyId": " XXXXXX ", 
  "localizationTableId": XXXXXX 

} 
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4.2.6 TC12 Setup Data connection 

The device now can setup an IP data session. 

The setup of PDP context can be also monitored from IoT Accelerator Service 
Portal selecting the active IMSI of the eUICC (now localized) and expanding the 
section “Subscription Activity in the last 7 days” 

 

4.2.7 TC13 Navigation 

To check the data session is up and running, browse any web page with the 
device.  

4.2.8 TC14 Restore Unlocalized eSIM 

Note: the Unlocalization API (by using /euiccs/{id}/delocalize) requires 
user permissions”. 

Therefore, rollback to Bootstrap profile should be done via IOT Accelerator SP. 

The state change from Localized to Enabling. 
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4.2.9 TC15 Check Unlocalization transition 

Then in order to get the procedure to move on from Enabling to Unlocalized, it 
might be necessary to de-attach/re-attach the device. 

The Service Portal confirmed the final transition back to Unlocalized. 

 

To monitor in the meanwhile the progress of the Localized  Unlocalized 
transition, follow the same procedure described on 4.2.1. 

Click on the IMSI corresponding to when the eUICC was localized and expand 
the panel “Subscription Activity in the last 7 days”. The procedure of leaving the 
current host network starts with an exchange of SMS 

 

Then by clicking on the Bootstrap IMSI and checking “Subscription Activity in the 
last 7 days”, the sequence of events continues on the network when the eSIM 
reached the Unlocalized state.  
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